English & Drama Discipline Flow Chart

**First Instance – Blue Sheet**
- Sheet to be completed individually, and discussed with your classroom teacher.
- Student must make explicit connection to the PBL indicators in reference to managing their behaviour.
- Entered on Sentral Wellbeing as a record.

**Second Instance – Purple Sheet**
- Sheet to be completed in consultation with your classroom teacher.
- Classroom Teacher will contact parents.
- Entered on Sentral Wellbeing as a record.

**Third Instance – Orange Sheet**
- Sheet to be completed in a three way interview with student, Classroom Teacher and Head Teacher.
  - In this interview **THREE** goals based on the PBL indicators will be highlighted for improvement.
  - Classroom Teacher will contact parents.
  - Student will be placed on a **FACULTY MONITORING CARD**. This card will last for 6 lessons.
  - Entered on Sentral Wellbeing as a record.

**Fourth Instance – Subject Suspension**
- If the student has more than **TWO** significant incidents during their six periods of monitoring in which they cannot reach the goals agreed upon on the Orange Sheet, they will be placed on Subject Suspension with the Head Teacher for **THREE** lessons.
- Head Teacher to contact parents.
- Entered on Sentral Wellbeing as a record.

**Fifth Instance – Deputy Intervention**
- If students are unable to complete the Subject Suspension they will be referred to the Deputy Principal.
- Warning of Suspension with be issued by Deputy Principal.
- Teacher, Head Teacher and student interview will be organised.
- Entered on Sentral Wellbeing as a record.